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ABSTRACT
A set of texts is often a poor representation of the language
it is written in, and resultantly topics can seem nonsensical
to domain experts. This can be for several reasons: mis-
spellings or ‘accidental words’ can be given statistical signif-
icance in the case that too many topics are learned; words
can appear related or unrelated in the text, even though the
opposite is true in the language; too few topics or too many
topics are used.

In this position paper we present a novel approach by ap-
plying biases derived from external sources during the train-
ing process, in order to improve the coherence of topics.
This has the effect of improving topic coherence [Newman
et al., 2009, 2010], ironing out many of the issues that a sub-
optimal number of topics can cause, and imbuing resultant
models with real-world word-relationships.

1. INTRODUCTION
Topic modelling is a method used to classify a corpus into a
set of topics, each which are unobserved entities represented
by a set of probabilities for each of the terms in the corpus
alphabet. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [Blei et al.,
2003] is a fast and well known topic model which, for these
reasons, can often be the starting point for projects involving
unsupervised text classification.

Due to factors such as irregular words, and the sparse-topic
properties of LDA, topics can be found to contain top words
which seem out of place. Such topics are referred to as inco-
herent. Newman et al. [2009, 2010] revealed that automated
evaluation of topic coherence is an effective measure of topic
performance, as the results correlate well with human expert
rankings.

Mimno et al. [2011] presented both a fast, well performing
coherence metric that uses document frequency scores, and a
revision of the popular LDA Gibbs sampling algorithm [Grif-
fiths, 2002] that incorporates a bias into the training process.
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The aim of this bias is to enhance topic coherence by discour-
aging word groupings that are not observed in the corpus,
which helps to prevent the effect of terms being forced into
topics simply because they do not fit elsewhere. This ap-
proach maintains the simplicity of working wholly with the
source corpus, and provides a modest improvement in topic
coherence over LDA.

In this paper we introduce a novel approach with the exter-
nally weighted topic model (EWTM), that builds upon the
work done by Newman et al. [2010] and Mimno et al. [2011],
and effectively includes biases from external sources using
the generalised Pòlya Urn model. This has the effect of im-
buing the model with ‘real world information’, and serves
to provide even better results than the model created by
Mimno et al. [2011].

In section 2 we give an overview of the field of topic mod-
elling, and in section 3 we present a summary of the recent
work on topic coherence. The generalised Pòlya Urn model
is introduced in section 4, and the modified inference step
we use is detailed in section 5. We present the our revised
model in section 6, and include a discussion of its aims and
implications for researchers in section 7.

2. TOPIC MODELLING
Topic modelling is an unsupervised machine learning tech-
nique which generates a set of topics. Each topic is defined
as a set of word probabilities, where a probability value is
present for each word in the source alphabet. Topics are typ-
ically represented by the top n (often 10) words which have
the highest probability values. Topic model generative al-
gorithms encourage sparsity, and discourage topic similarity
(topics having a similar set of word probabilities), therefore
a top set of words is usually adequately descriptive of a topic.

Also generated are a set of topic-document probabilities:
each document has a probability for each generated topic,
that defines its topic mixture. We discuss what are known as
mixture models, in which documents are a mixture of several
topics. Generative models run an expectation maximiza-
tion algorithm to ensure that the topics and topic-document
probabilities that are inferred will maximize the likelihood
of the source corpus being generated, if we were to randomly
generate documents from the model.



Table 1: Term definitions for figs. 1 and 2.

M The number of documents.
θ The distribution of topics in document d.
N The number of words in document d.
Z Topic identity vector for all words in the

corpus.
W Word identity vector for all words in the

corpus.
α Dirichlet prior on the per-document topic

distribution.
β Dirichlet prior on the per-topic word distri-

bution.

Figure 1: Graphical representation of pLSI in plate
notation.
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2.1 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI) was created
by Hofmann [1999], and was essentially the first probabilistic
topic model. It builds upon Latent Semantic Analysis by
Deerwester et al. [1990] by incorporating the probabilistic
model shown in fig. 1. Terms are defined in table 1.

pLSI is a bag of words model; that is it ignores the ordering
of individual words in a document, making them exchange-
able.

2.2 Latent Dirichlet allocation
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) by Blei et al. [2003] builds
on pLSI by incorporating the Dirichlet priors α and β, as fig. 2
shows. Terms are defined in table 1. Dirichlet priors are se-
lected before inference, and are typically small (each value
< 1.0) and uniform vectors.

Figure 2: Graphical representation of LDA in plate
notation.
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Table 2: Unit definitions for algorithms 1 to 3.

d A document.
D The set of all documents in the dataset.

w(d) The set of all terms in the document.
zi The topic assignment for term wi.

Nzi|di The count of terms from document di that
are assigned to topic zi.

Nwi|zi The number of times the unique term wi is
assigned to topic zi.

αz The alpha Dirichlet parameter for topic z.
β The beta Dirichlet parameter.
V The set of similar terms.

2.3 Inference
Blei et al. [2003] defined the variational inference algorithm
for training topics. This algorithm works well, but the Gibbs
Sampling Monte Carlo algorithm [Griffiths, 2002] is gener-
ally favoured for its speed and simplicity.

Algorithm 1 Gibbs Sampling Monte Carlo algorithm for
Latent Dirichlet allocation.

Initialise: Randomly select a topic for each observed
term.
for all iterations do

for all d ∈ D do
for all wn ∈ w(d) do

Sample: Select the topic zi for term wi that wi is
most likely to be generated by.

end for
end for

end for

The Sample step selects the topic zi that term wi is most
likely to be generated by, as determined by a probabilistic
equation. To perform this equation, we must ignore the
term’s current involvement with a topic by removing it from
the term-topic assignment counts. We then select the topic
zi, and add it back into the term-topic assignment counts
under the new topic.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for a single LDA Gibbs sample.

for all d ∈ D do
for all wn ∈ w(d) do
Nzi|di ← Nzi|di − 1
Nwi|zi ← Nwi|zi − 1

zi ∝ (Nz|di + αz)
Nwi|z + β∑

z
′ (Nwi|z

′ + β)

Nzi|di ← Nzi|di + 1
Nwi|zi ← Nwi|zi + 1

end for
end for

3. TOPIC COHERENCE
Newman et al. [2010] proved that automated evaluation of
topic coherence is a good measure of performance by com-
paring rankings made by a team of domain experts, in ac-
cordance with their human expert ranking system.

Mimno et al. [2011] introduced a metric which does not use



Table 3: Term definitions for eq. (1) and eq. (2).

t A single topic.
Dwi Number of documents containing word wi.

Dwiwj Number of documents containing both
word wi and word wj .

any external sources to score topics, and consequently runs
very quickly. We dub this metric document frequency infor-
mation (DFI) due to its use of document frequency statistics
in order to find results quickly and efficiently. Mimno et al.
[2011] found that DFI shows a reasonably strong correlation
with the experts’ analysis, and can be used to automatically
score a topic model.

Each topic is scored as defined in eq. (1). Terms are defined
in table 3.

DFI-score(t) =

n∑
j=2

j−1∑
i=1

log
Dwiwj + 1

Dwi

(1)

The extent to which DFI scores correlate with human expert
rankings depends, of course, on the make-up of the source
corpus. Therefore, as an extension, we can run this met-
ric using any reference corpus to score a topic model, not
necessarily the source corpus.

In the case of EWTM using an external reference corpus,
the metric is likely to find that some words are not present
in the reference corpus, and so we modify the algorithm to
ensure that the denominator is not 0, as defined in eq. (2).
Terms are defined in table 3.

DFI-score(t) =

n∑
j=2

j−1∑
i=1

log
Dwiwj + 1

Dwi + 1
(2)

4. PÓLYA URN MODEL
The Pólya Urn model was presented by Mahmoud [2008],
and demonstrates how term relatedness can be used to af-
fect the sampling process. The normal sampling process can
be imagined as drawing a random, i.i.d. sample wi from an
urn where the number of a particular sample is proportional
to its probability, then replacing wi along with another iden-
tical sample.

Using the generalised Pólya Urn model, we replace the sam-
ple along with an identical sample and Avwi additional sam-
ples for each wi ∈ 1, . . . , N , where A is a N × N matrix
known as the schema. Setting A equal to the identity ma-
trix is analogous to the simple Pólya Urn model, but would
not provide a meaningful difference in the sampling process.

Instead, the schema is generated before the model is run
according to eqs. (3) to (5).

λwi is the standard inverse document frequency (IDF) met-
ric [Jones, 1972] for word wi, with terms Dwi and Dwiwj as
defined in table 3.

Awiwj ∝ λwiDwiwj (3)

Awiwi ∝ λwiDwi (4)

λwi = log(
|D|
Dwi

) (5)

Mimno et al. [2011] found that it was empirically helpful to
remove off-diagonal elements for the common types occur-
ring in more than 5% of documents. A is proportional to the
identities stated above because it is normalised by column
to sum to 1.

5. MODIFIED GIBBS SAMPLING
In order to improve the coherence of LDA, we want to en-
courage words which co-occur in the corpus, and discourage
those which do not co-occur. We must take into account that
most words are rare due to the power-law characteristic of
language.

For these reasons, Mimno et al. [2011] found that the gen-
eralised Pólya Urn model is ideal for an adaptation of the
training algorithm. This adaptation has the effect that the
occurrence of a word wi increases both the probability of see-
ing word wi again, and seeing related words that co-occur.

As stated by Mimno et al. [2011], such a model retains
LDA characteristics, but replaces the Pólya Urn topic-word
component with a generalised Pólya Urn framework, as de-
scribed by Mahmoud [2008].

Algorithm 3 Modified generalised Pólya Gibbs sample.

for all d ∈ D do
for all wn ∈ w(d) do
Nzi|di ← Nzi|di − 1
for all v ∈ V do
Nv|zi ← Nv|zi −Avwi

end for

zi ∝ (Nz|di + αz)
Nwi|z + β∑

z
′ (Nwi|z

′ + β)

Nzi|di ← Nzi|di + 1
for all v ∈ V do
Nv|zi ← Nv|zi +Avwi

end for
end for

end for

If we compare algorithm 3 to algorithm 2, the lines

Nwi|zi ← Nwi|zi − 1

and

Nwi|zi ← Nwi|zi + 1

have each been replaced with loops for all similar terms v ∈
V . Terms are defined in table 2.

6. EXTERNALLY WEIGHTED TOPIC MODEL
We present the externally weighted topic model (EWTM),
which uses pairwise term relationships derived from an ex-
ternal validation corpus in order to enhance topic coherence.



Term pair statistics are first gathered from the validation
corpus before the topic model is trained using eq. (2). The
modified Gibbs sample step discussed in section 5 is then
used to imbue the standard model with the gathered exter-
nal information.

Term pair statistics could be derived in a number of ways.
Pointwise mutual information (PMI) [Newman et al., 2010]
is an attractive option due to its effectiveness in assessing
topic coherence, but for simplicity and speed, we use the
document frequency metric defined by Mimno et al. [2011].
This is because we found the PMI algorithm to be too com-
putationally expensive to provide the speed expected from
the topic model training process.

Our solution is extensible as the external corpus can be tai-
lored to suit the desired result. For example, the EWTM
can be run with the English Wikipedia as the validation
corpus to imbue the model with a good representation of
the English language. If a more scientific topic model is
desired, the EWTM could be run with a validation corpus
consisting of scientific conference abstracts, such as the NIPS
corpus [Neural Information Processing Systems]. Consider
a multilingual corpus. The EWTM could be run with a val-
idation corpus consisting only of one language, to train a
topic model consisting predominantly of that language; or
alternatively, the model could be run with a validation cor-
pus formed from smaller corpora in different languages, to
improve coherence.

7. CONCLUSION
Initial results have shown that topic models have a high co-
herence score with a relatively low number of topics, but
when the number of topics is increased to model more of the
corpus, the coherence drops rapidly. This is not the case
with the EWTM, which sees only a minimal drop in coher-
ence as the number of topics is increased. EWTM achieves a
peak 30% topic coherence improvement over LDA and the
model defined by Mimno et al. [2011].

It is apparent that LDA has a significant speed advantage
over its weighted counterparts: in initial results LDA ran
on average in 3% of the time taken by the model defined
by Mimno et al. [2011], and in 1% of the time taken by
EWTM. Hence if presented with a problem involving topic
modelling, we would urge the reader to assess whether speed
is an important factor in the system: if it is, LDA may be
the best option.

EWTM is a no-holds-barred approach to achieve better topic
coherence, and does so. The time taken is dependent on
the sizes of the validation corpus and the source corpus, and
should taken into consideration when selecting a model. Our
unique combination of the Pólya Urn model and an external
dataset gives rise to excellent topic coherence, and the ability
to tailor results. With free selection of the validation corpus,
EWTM could prove to be an extremely valuable tool for
researchers.
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